Shake or Mix Contents Before Emptying Into Spray Tank

BIO-GREEN

CHELATED SECONDARY & MICRO-NUTRIENTS WITH
SOIL CONDITIONERS AND BIO-STIMULENTS

CONTENTS:

 5 gal cube



Boron (B) .................. 0.25%
Cooper (Cu) .............. 0.50%

55 gal drum

DIRECTIONS:
• Shake or mix contents before using.
• Avoid feeding plants during hot weather
• Store above 40o
CONDITION OF SALE

The manufacture, distributor, dealer or seller makes
no warranty or guarantee concerning this material, its
effectiveness, or use, except that it conforms to the
label description. The manufacture, distributor, dealer
or seller shall not be held responsible in any manor for
personal injury, property damage, or other loss resulting
from the use or storage of this product. The foregoing
is a condition of sale accepted by the buyer at the time
of puchase.
Manufactured in the USA by
Green Pro Solutions, LLC
Dillsburg, PA 17019
(866) 609-4172

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Iron (Fe) .............2.0%
Manganese (Mn) ............... 0.50%
Magnesium (Mg) ............. 0.50%
Molybdenum (Mo) ............ 0.25%

Micro and Secondary Nutrients derived from: Copper Nitrate, Iron Nitrate,
Magnesium Nitrate, Manganese Nitrate, Sodium Molybdate and Sodium Borate

BIO-GREEN is a concentrated blend of chelated micronutrients recommended for use on all orna
mentals, turf, vegetables and flowers. There are at least 16 different nutrients needed for healthy
plant growth, the lack of any one of which can cause stress and even plant death. Factors such
as pH, high phosphorous and other chemical imbalances can affect availability and actually tie up
nutrients. Regular applications with BIO-GREEN will meet the nutritional needs of the plant without forcing growth.
BIO-GREEN will enhance any N-P-K turf program by providing a complete feeding that supports
both grass blades and root systems. The result is healthy plant growth without heavy Nitrogen
applications. It’s like a multi-vitamin for your turf and plants.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
TURF - As a general supplement, apply 3-4 oz. in one or more gallons of water per 1000 sq. ft.
beginning in early spring and repeat 3-4 times yearly.

SHRUBS, FLOWERS & VEGETABLE GARDENS - Apply 3 oz. in one or more gallons of water
per 100 sq ft. and repeat up to 3 times per season.

TREES - Apply 2 oz. per each inch of tree diameter in 5 gallons of water once per year or
combine with BIO-TREE & SHRUB FERTILIZER @ 1 quart per 100 gallons of mix.
19-POINT PRESCRIPTION SOIL ANALYSIS - follow recommendations of the Laboratory results.
MIXING DIRECTIONS: Fill tank half-way with water. As tank continues to fill, slowly pour BIO-GREEN

into tank and agitate sufficiently until mixed. NOTE: If mixing with other products, mix a test batch first to
assure compatibility.

